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INTERNATIONAL LAW AND PRACTICE

Legal Protection as Competition for
Jurisdiction: The Case of Refugee Protection
through Law in the Past and at Present
B AS S C H OT E L ∗

Abstract
This article explores the structure of the legal protection of refugees in Europe today. To this
end, it will contrast historical arrangements providing protection to refugees, namely church
asylum in the late Middle Ages and refuge for religious minorities, with the current European
refugee regime, that is the Common European Asylum System (CEAS), in particular the Dublin
system. The central claim of this article is that a basic condition for the legal protection
of refugees is the existence of multiple jurisdictions, which in turn caters for competition
for jurisdiction. The official logic of the CEAS, however, endorses harmonization, unity and
the hierarchy of jurisdictions rather than a competition between jurisdictions. This partially
explains the difficulties under the CEAS in organizing the protection of refugees through law. In
policy terms, this article supports calls for reconsidering the Dublin Regulation, since through
the ‘single jurisdiction’ approach Dublin hampers the legal protection of refugees.

Key words
CEAS and the Dublin system; church asylum; competition for jurisdiction; legal protection;
religious refugees

1. I NTRODUCTION
In this article I explore the structure of legal protection, in particular the legal protection of refugees in Europe today. To this end, the article looks at arrangements
providing protection to refugees in European history, namely church asylum in
the late Middle Ages and refuge for religious minorities following the CounterReformation (also referred to as the Catholic Reformation). I will contrast the structure of the historical arrangements with the current European refugee regime, that
is the CEAS, in particular the Dublin system. This historical and analytical exercise
highlights the fundamental tensions within today’s refugee regime and contributes
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to explaining partially the circumstances that enable or hamper the protection of
refugees through law.
The central claim of this article is that a basic condition for the legal protection
of refugees is the existence of multiple jurisdictions. This is the necessary basis for
one of the driving forces for legal protection, namely competition over jurisdiction.
The official logic of the CEAS, however, endorses harmonization, unity and the
hierarchy of jurisdictions rather than a plurality of and competition for jurisdictions.
This insight partially explains the difficulties under the CEAS in organizing the
protection of refugees through law. In concrete policy terms, the findings in this
article suggest that the Dublin Regulation creates an institutional structure that
hampers the legal protection of refugees.
For the purposes of this article a refugee means a person who seeks protection
from prosecution, punishment and persecution. This notion is both broader and
narrower than the meaning of a refugee under international refugee law. Many
persons who received protection under historical asylum arrangements might not
qualify as refugees under current law. Conversely, the ideal type of refugee under the current European refugee regime would not fit within historical asylum
arrangements.
The article focuses on jurisdiction exercised by the courts or quasi-judicial authorities and executive authorities. I thus use jurisdiction in two ways: the jurisdiction
of judicial authorities to decide a legal case, and the jurisdiction of executive authorities to take action against a person. I do not look at the competence to legislate.
Competition for jurisdiction means a struggle between two or more authorities with
regard to who has competence to deal with the matter.1
I use legal protection in a specific way – to mean protection through the law. For
the purposes of this article, legal protection does not so much refer to the protection
of (individual) rights, but to protection by invoking law and making legal statements.
In other words, the ‘legal’ aspect of legal protection is not an object of protection but
a means that makes protection possible. So, under this particular understanding, the
fact that legal rights or interests are protected does not necessarily amount to legal
protection as such. What matters is that someone or something is protected because
someone has invoked the law. My particular use of legal protection presupposes a
practice whereby actors invoke the law and make legal statements.
This article takes as its cue the recent interest in the legal history of refugees and
asylum.2 But unlike existing studies, by making a comparison with the historical
arrangements this article also seeks to reveal how the logic and structure of the
current CEAS promote and hamper the legal protection of refugees. The article

1

2

In my understanding competition for jurisdiction means that, in one way or another, jurisdictional claims
are conflicting. It involves a struggle over hierarchy, not necessarily absolute. By the same token, it is crucial
for my purposes that the struggle is ongoing: so, it is a struggle over hierarchy, but it does not establish a
(definite) hierarchy.
See M.T. Gil-Bazo, ‘Asylum as a General Principle of International Law’, (2015) 27 International Journal of Refugee
Law 3 (drawing on the history of asylum to establish that the right to asylum is a principle of international
law); M. Den Heijer, ‘Diplomatic Asylum and the Assange Case’, (2013) 26 LJIL 399; Special Issue: ‘History of
Refugee Protection’ (2017) 30(2) Journal of Refugee Studies.
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focuses exclusively on historical legal arrangements for which there is evidence3 of
an actual practice. I rely on secondary literature describing these practices. But the
secondary literature on which I rely is based on an examination of primary legal
sources, especially case law.4 For instance, my focus on church asylum was triggered
by the impressive study by P. Timbal Duclaux de Martin. His innumerous references
to actual case law provided a signal that we are dealing with an actual practised legal
mechanism offering protection to refugees through law.5
The article’s focus on competition for jurisdiction stands in contrast with legitimate critiques from experts of refugee law on the fragmentation in international and
EU refugee law and policies.6 The lack of a fully integrated and harmonized approach
in the EU caters for legal inequality, denial of responsibility to offer protection, etc.
In other words, most experts of refugee law argue against competition for jurisdiction and call for integrating jurisdictions. Here lies the novelty and relevance of the
article. Comparing legal protection of refugees in the past and present reveals that
even under today’s CEAS some crucial instances of legal protection are the result of
a competition for jurisdiction. In this respect the article fits within the scholarship
pointing to the benefits of legal pluralism.7
Historical comparisons run the risk of showing the obvious: Past and present
are simply radically different, making comparisons meaningless. Consequently,
the article focuses on the structure of the legal mechanisms offering protection to
refugees in the past and today. Precisely the differences and similarities in structure

3

4

5
6

7

In their mostly cursory historical paragraphs, textbooks on refugee law do not rely on studies examining
primary legal sources evidencing actual legal practices, e.g., A. Zimmermann, J. Dörschner and F. Machts
(eds.), The 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol (2011); G. S. Goodwin-Gill and
J. McAdam, The Refugee in International Law (2007); A. Grahl-Madsen, The Status of Refugees in International Law
(1966), Vol. I. Refugee law experts often seem to consider E. Reale, ‘Le droit d’asile’ (1938) Recueil des Cours
de l’Académie de droit international de La Haye 63 and J.B. Moore, Digest of International Law (1906), Vol. 2 as
authoritative accounts of the history of asylum, even though Reale and Moore hardly use any secondary
sources, let alone primary sources testifying actual practices.
Precisely the lack of reported disputes or cases was a reason for excluding some recent and otherwise
insightful studies on refuge in early English law. ‘Because we have very limited records of actual cases – and
because those records are unrepresentative, being overwhelmingly concerned with disputes involving the
aristocratic elite and landed property – there is significant uncertainty about how the rules recorded in these
law texts relate to practice.’ T. Lambert, ‘Hospitality, Protection and Refuge in Early English Law’, (2016) 30
Journal of Refugee Studies 243, at 247. The same point is also made in K. Shoemaker, Sanctuary and Crime in the
Middle Ages, 400–1500 (2011), 105, n. 41.
Le Droit d’Asile (1939).
For a thorough case study of the adverse effects of ‘jurisdictional battles’, see T. de Boer and M. Zieck, ‘ICC
Witness and Acquitted Suspects Seeking Asylum in the Netherlands: An Overview of the Jurisdictional Battles
between the ICC and its Host State’, (2015) 27 International Journal of Refugee Law 573. On fragmentation in
the context of refugee law, see E. Nykänen, Fragmented State Power and Forced Migration: A Study on Non-State
Actors in Refugee Law (2012).
See, for example, N. Krisch, Beyond Constitutionalism: The Pluralist Structure of Postnational Law (2012). Though
I think that Krisch’s analyses are at least compatible with the claims in this article, he is not addressing
the matter of legal protection; he is answering the perennial question of democratic theory. Closer to my
investigation is the pertinent observation in what is otherwise a non-legal article: ‘The introduction of human
rights to the EC resulted from the competition of two courts located at different levels of the European multilevel system.’ F. Schimmelfennig, ‘The normative origins of democracy in the European Union: toward a
transformationalist theory of democratization’, (2010) 2(2) European Political Science Review 211, at 229. See
also the careful and hesitant defence of some form of fragmentation at the European level in S. McInerneyLankford, ‘Fragmentation of International Law Redux: The Case of Strasbourg’, (2012) 32 Oxford Journal of
Legal Studies 609.
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between the historical mechanisms and the CEAS may help us better understand
the conditions that promote or hamper protection of refugees through law today.
The central part of the article is a schematic account of two distinct historic
mechanisms providing protection to refugees, namely church asylum and refuge for
religious refugees (Section 2). From these schematic accounts, the article identifies
the structural elements that catered for the protection of refugees through law.
The basic structural condition for legal protection was the existence of multiple
jurisdictions. Furthermore, a central motive for authorities to provide protection
through law seemed to be primarily self-interest: competition for jurisdiction (‘don’t
touch my refugee’). Accordingly, legal protection was often not framed as a benefit
for the refugee, let alone an individual right. Finally, the main trigger for protection
was the actual or imminent legal – often criminal – prosecution of the refugee, and
not factual persecution. It was often the case that the refugee was not an innocent
victim: He had done something wrong. The article then looks at the structure of
the CEAS, in particular the Dublin system, and compares it with the historical
arrangements (Section 3). The article finds that the dynamics and official logic of
the CEAS are largely the exact opposite of the historical arrangements. The CEAS
is mainly about promoting a single jurisdiction. Its main focus is on persecution,
not prosecution. When EU legislators organize legal protection the main vehicle is
individual rights, often human rights. By the same token the picture of the CEAS
is not black and white. The ambition of a single jurisdiction is an official policy
that does not fully correspond with actual practice. In fact, the article shows how
landmark cases by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) and Court of Justice
of the European Union (CJEU) that improved the legal protection of refugees were
triggered by competition for jurisdiction between legal authorities in the EU. The
article contains a schematic table comparing the historical arrangements with the
CEAS.
The article concludes that if multiple jurisdictions and competition for jurisdiction are indeed important conditions for legal protection, we should not so much
call for more unity and the harmonization of EU refugee law in the name of legal
certainty, legal equality and eliminating ‘forum shopping’. Rather, we should explore
how to maintain and implement competition for jurisdiction among the various
actors within the current EU framework. This means that we should reconsider
certain aspects of the Dublin Regulation.

2. ASYLUM AND REFUGE
2.1. Asylum in churches
For the purposes of this article I focus on church asylum in the period between the
eleventh and fifteenth centuries,8 because it was during this era that church asylum

8

The following schematic account of church asylum is based, first of all, on probably the clearest and
most comprehensive contemporary overview of church asylum by M. Babo, Kirchenasyl – Kirchenhikesie.
Zur Relevanz eines historischen Modells im Hinblick auf das Asylrecht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (2001). To
ensure that this account was in line with the views of other contemporary historians I relied on overviews
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reached its most legalized9 character. Within secular jurisdictions (cities, counties,
duchies, etc.) churches and other places of Eucharistic celebration constituted a
distinct pocket of jurisdiction. In these places fugitives could benefit from church
asylum. Thus, when someone was being pursued or prosecuted by secular authorities
for committing a crime and, as a result, entered into or took hold of religious premises
(e.g., by grasping the ring on the church portal) he fell under the protection of church
asylum. It meant that the secular authorities could not arrest him and take him
to court. Therefore, the starting point for church asylum was primarily criminal
proceedings or the attempt to arrest a suspect for the purposes of a criminal trial.
As long as the fugitive remained in the church he was protected from the secular
authorities. However, as soon as he left the premises he could be arrested.
There were different ways in which the asylum might end. A crucial factor in this
respect was the procedure borrowed from Roman law, the intercessio, whereby the
church authorities (e.g., bishops and abbots) would intervene before the prosecuting
secular authorities in favour of the refugee.10 The intercessio could result in the secular
authorities granting the fugitive a laissez-passer up to the borders of its jurisdiction,
which meant that the fugitive would become exiled. Asylum could also end when
the fugitive – during his time in asylum – reached a settlement with the relatives
of his victim. Another way of ending the asylum was when the secular authorities
guaranteed – vis-à-vis the church authorities – that the fugitive would obtain a fair
trial and if found guilty would not be executed. Sometimes the asylum ended as it
could be shown during the asylum that the fugitive was innocent.11
In the event that the right of asylum was violated, which effectively meant that
the refugee was removed from the church by force or was deceived into leaving (e.g.,
by false promises of protection),12 three responses were available. Firstly, the perpetrators could be excommunicated.13 Hence, Muslims and persons who had already
been excommunicated were used to apprehend fugitives.14 Equally interesting were
other ways to circumvent the right of asylum: besieging the church and cutting
off supplies to the fugitive (often ending in failure because authorities lacked the

9

10
11
12
13
14

in H. Siems, ‘Zur Entwicklung des Kirchenasyls zwischen Spätantike und Mittelalter’; O. Behrends and M.
Diesselhorst (eds.), Libertas: grundrechtliche und rechtsstaatliche Gewährungen in Antike und Gegenwart: Symposion
aus Anlaβ des 80. Geburtstages von Franz Wieacker (1991), 139–86; E. Tiessler-Marenda, Einwanderung und Asyl
bei Hugo Grotius (2002), 52–61. Less relevant for my purposes as they cover an earlier era, but still useful,
were D. Fruscione, Das Asyl bei den germanischen Stämmen im frühen Mittelalter (2003); A. Ducloux, Ad ecclesiam
confugere: Naissance du droit d’asile dans les églises (Ive-milieu du Ve s.) (1994). Crucial was the impressive study
by P. Timbal Duclaux de Martin, Le Droit d’Asile (1939). Although I draw primarily on continental practices,
and less on the English experience, I believe that the English mechanisms and developments would also fit
my schematic account. For the development of church asylum with a focus on England, see K. Shoemaker,
supra note 4, especially Chs. 6–8.
Babo labels this phase the ‘Verabsolutierung’ in a pejorative sense as the legal categories of the church’s
jurisdiction become more important than the human person of the refugee. See M. Babo, supra note 8, at
105–6, also quoting G.K. Schmelzeisen, who stated that church asylum became ‘verwildert’, at 105, fn. 25.
For the purposes of the present article precisely this dynamic is of interest to me. In the English context,
Shoemaker speaks of church asylum becoming ‘jurisdictional’, Shoemaker, supra note 4, Ch. 7.
Timbal, supra note 8, at 302–4.
Ibid., at 331.
Ibid., at 324. The promises of protection or fair trial by the secular authorities seem analogous to today’s
diplomatic assurances.
Ibid., at 400–3.
Ibid., at 247. Cf. today’s ‘remote control’, and the outsourcing of migration policy.
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resources to pay the besiegers for a long period of time),15 or instead of dragging
the fugitive out of the church, which was not allowed, the secular authorities sometimes put the fugitive in chains inside the church.16 Secondly, the church authorities
could file a kind of restitutio in integrum proceeding before the secular courts up to the
highest level. Many cases were recorded where secular authorities were ordered by
the highest secular courts to return the fugitive to the church authorities.17 Thirdly,
violators of church asylum could be fined by secular authorities.18 Interestingly,
such violations and their sanctions were not understood in terms of the fugitive’s
right to asylum, but rather the right of asylum of the church.
The trigger for asylum was actual or imminent legal proceedings against the
fugitive. Secular authorities or citizens sought to apprehend the fugitive in order to
have him face trial. So, the starting point for asylum was prosecution in the legal
sense rather than de facto persecution. Also, the fugitive was typically not merely
an innocent victim of arbitrariness, envy or bias by the secular authorities or local
population. The whole point of asylum was that the fugitive would receive a fair
trial, humane punishment or settlement, not complete immunity. In other words,
it was often the case that the fugitive had done something wrong, but he could
nevertheless benefit from asylum.19
Church asylum was an intrinsically legal phenomenon; it was one of the first
rights that churches acquired when the secular authorities recognized their distinct
jurisdiction at the end of the fourth and beginning of the fifth century. In effect, it
suggested that jurisdiction and asylum were almost co-constitutive: no meaningful
jurisdiction without a right of asylum, and no right of asylum without jurisdiction.
This also explains why a violation of asylum was not a violation of the refugee’s
right to asylum, but a violation of the jurisdiction of the church. Prior to the right
of asylum churches offered physical protection, namely hikese, but this is to be
distinguished from asylum precisely because of its lack of legal status.20
Initially the prominent motives for offering protection to refugees were purely
theological. Early church doctrine rejected both capital and corporal punishment.
Asylum was a way to ensure that no such punishment was to be inflicted on the
refugee upon condemnation. Furthermore, originally the church also understood
asylum as an opportunity to help the refugee repent for his sins and cleanse his
soul. This still fits in with the early but quickly abandoned forms of church asylum
where the church would be responsible for punishment instead of the secular au15
16
17
18
19

20

Ibid., at 246–7, 329–30.
Ibid., at 327. Almost a reversed version of today’s push-back operations.
Even when the fugitive was already dead his body had to be returned to the church (in contrast to the dead
bodies of today’s refugees), ibid., at 419.
Ibid., at 421–2.
Certainly, some exemptions to church asylum were based on moral considerations (e.g., murder). But most
telling is that the first exemption introduced was purely jurisdiction oriented, namely tax debtors (cf.
Fruscione, supra note 8). Precisely the exemptions enhanced the procedural nature of church asylum, as from
then onwards there was the practical question of determining, prior to the actual trial, whether the refugee
was a legitimate asylum seeker (Babo, supra note 8, at 104).
Babo convincingly rejects Ducloux’s thesis that asylum emerged out of the custom of hikese. Babo clearly
distinguishes the de facto character of hikese from the jurisdictional nature of the right of asylum, Babo, supra
note 8, at 65 footnote 59, at 68, at 70 footnote 87.
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thorities. The theological motives soon became less prominent as the church gave
up its rejection of capital and corporal punishment, and penitence no longer replaced secular punishment. Still, normative motives continued to play a role. An
important motive was the corrective function of asylum. Church asylum contributed to restoring the balance of justice and peace. In terms of procedural justice,
through the intercessio the church authorities would obtain a guarantee from the
secular authorities that the refugee would obtain a fair trial. In terms of substantive
justice church asylum was a way to ensure that the refugee, when brought before
the secular court and condemned, would not be given cruel and disproportionate
punishment.
Notwithstanding the relevance of the corrective motive, it seems that ultimately
or fundamentally the main driving force for church asylum was of a politico-legal
nature. From its inception and actual workings, church asylum was most of all a matter of jurisdiction, not morality. To be more precise, the main motive behind church
asylum was ongoing competition for jurisdiction between church and secular authorities. What made church asylum an effective arrangement was the fact that the
church could invoke its own secular jurisdiction. It was thanks to its own distinctive
secular jurisdiction that the church could penetrate the secular realm and compete
with non-church authorities. The centrality of competition was not only reflected
in the emergence of church asylum, but also in its demise. In effect, the practice
of church asylum ended precisely when, in matters of law and government, nonchurch secular power became dominant from the seventeenth century onwards.
When the church lost its distinct jurisdiction in virtually all public matters, notwithstanding any moral motives to correct injustice, church asylum disappeared. In
the competition for jurisdiction the church had lost.21
2.2. Refuge for religious minorities following the (Counter-)Reformation
If my treatment of asylum has been schematic in the sense of presenting the mechanisms as being too homogenous, I certainly have a problem when it comes to
the immensely diverse ways in which refuge was offered to religious minorities.22
Yet I must recall that my main purpose is to identify the elements and conditions
under which protection was offered through the law. In this respect, I limit myself to two different mechanisms for protection offered to Protestant refugees. For
analytical purposes I distinguish between the individual or traditional mechanism illustrated by the early prosecution of Protestants in the Low Countries during the early sixteenth century, and the collective or modern mechanism illustrated by the persecution of Protestants in France by the end of the seventeenth
century.

21

22

According to Shoemaker the demise of church asylum was also due to an internal change within canon
law doctrine that increasingly advised against deference to church sanctuary. This shift from within was
informed by changed conceptions about the merits of criminal proceedings and punishment. Shoemaker,
supra note 4, Ch. 8.
Cf. ‘Today we might distinguish between emigrants, refugees and exiles, but contemporaries – those who
allowed them to settle in their midst – did not, calling them all “strangers”.’ B. Kaplan, Divided by Faith:
Religious Conflict and the Practice of Toleration in Early Modern Europe (2007), 158.
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In order to quash the Protestant movement in the Low Countries, Charles V issued
multiple orders (plakaten) against believers of the Protestant faith.23 These orders
required the local and regional authorities to prosecute and punish subjects for acts
associated with their Protestant faith ranging from possessing Protestant literature
and participating in services, to actually preaching. The prescribed punishment
was in many cases execution. The idea was that local ‘police’ authorities would
arrest those suspected of heresy and have local tribunals condemn them. If the
condemned appealed to the higher regional courts, e.g., the Court of Holland and the
Great Council of Mechelen, the latter were supposed to uphold the convictions. It
meant that the prosecution was to take place through individual legal trials. But this
strategy actually resulted in a protective mechanism of leniency and disobedience.
The oppressive policy therefore turned out to be highly ineffective. There was
overall leniency and official obstruction in the execution of Charles’s policy.24 For
example, suspects were often not arrested as they had been tipped off by the sheriff.
The authorities also acquitted suspects or did not even prosecute them. When the
suspects were found guilty they often received significantly lower penalties (e.g.,
exile in their own town). This practice was tolerated by the higher courts. The
motives behind this obstruction were threefold. Although the authorities and the
majority of the population were often far from sympathetic to the Protestant cause,
they simply found the policy to be too harsh and disproportionate. More importantly,
local authorities were concerned about the practicability of harsh prosecution. They
believed that they could not execute the policy without seriously affecting public
order. They would certainly encounter important resistance. In other words, for
reasons of public order – one of their primordial responsibilities – local authorities
offered de facto protection.25 Finally, the higher regional courts in particular found
that Charles V, by ordering how the courts were to deal with heretics, had directly
infringed upon their jurisdiction and legal practice. So, both the lower and higher
courts successfully fended off the attempts by Charles V to have the Inquisition
assume exclusive jurisdiction.26 Similarly, resistance against the punishment of
confiscation was equally strong, not only because it was felt to be incredibly harsh
on the family members of a convicted heretic, but also because it constituted a direct
infringement of the legal privileges, rights and liberties of towns and provinces.27
Since the effectiveness of prosecution under Charles V was completely dependent
on the co-operation of local authorities in the Low Countries, a Protestant refugee
23

24

25
26
27

For my purposes I do not have to distinguish between the prosecutions of the 1520s and those of the middle
of the sixteenth century since their mechanics are similar. I rely primarily on J.J. Woltjer, Op weg naar
tachtig jaar oorlog: het verhaal van de eeuw waarin ons land ontstond: Over de voorgeschiedenis en de eerste fasen de
Nederlandse Opstand (2011), Ch. IX, ‘De kettervervolgingen in de Nederlanden in de jaren twintig’ and Ch. XII,
‘De vervolgingen ten tijde van Maria van Hongarije tot 1550’.
See also J. Israel, The Dutch Republic: Its Rise, Greatness and Fall (1995), 83, at 99–100. Compared to later forms
of religious and ideological violence, the overall estimated number of executions, 1,300 in the whole of the
Habsburg Low Countries between 1523 and 1565, seems to reflect the ineffectiveness of the policy in terms
of actual implementation by officials.
The similarity with the current contrast between national and local policies regarding rejected asylum
applicants is striking.
See also Israel, supra note 24, at 100.
Ibid.
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could often find refuge in another city without the need to leave the actual county
or duchy, let alone the Habsburg territories. It also meant that the numbers of
refugees were not comparable to the later prosecutions during the second half of
the sixteenth century, which in turn may explain why refugees were not treated as
a collective religious community within the city of refuge. Their legal status was
simply that of an alien and protection was provided by the local authorities simply
by not executing the orders to prosecute Protestant subjects.
This individual mechanism of protection for religious minorities has some commonalities with church asylum. Protection was offered partially because local authorities were jealous of their own jurisdiction. Furthermore, the protection was
triggered by imminent or actual prosecution.
Different from this more traditional individual mechanism of protection is the
collective mechanism providing refuge for religious refugees.28 For the purposes of
my schematic account, I concentrate on the persecutions of the late seventeenth
century because they resulted in the ‘purest’ form of the collective mechanism.29
Here the religious minorities were treated as a collective group by both the persecuting authorities and the authorities offering refuge. Furthermore, both persecution
and protection lost their quasi-judicial character. Most of these refugees were not, as
such, the subject of legal proceedings.30 A case in point is the revocation of the Edict
of Nantes, which guaranteed some religious freedoms to Protestants in France, by
the Edict of Fontainebleau. The Edict in itself did not constitute legal proceedings
against individual Protestant subjects.31 Only if Protestant subjects were to violate
the Edict did they run the risk of being penalized.32 The majority of these religious
refugees were not fleeing because they were being legally prosecuted. There was
certainly an environment, which had been partially created by the law, that was
downright hostile to them, but the mechanism is quite different from asylum as
explained above, where the context was always imminent or actual legal proceedings against individuals. In fact, it was a separate measure – not a judicial procedure
– that really gave the French policy its oppressive character, namely the billeting
of soldiers in Protestant households in order to persuade them to convert. Like the
persecution, the protection offered to Protestant refugees in, for example, cities in
the Dutch Republic lost its judicial character. The protection was not organized in
the context of legal proceedings but became a matter of regulation. The authorities

28

29
30

31
32

In what follows I rely primarily on Kaplan, supra note 22. See, for a recent overview in line with Kaplan, and
also briefly touching on the legal status of religious refugees, S. Lachenicht, ‘Refugees and Refugee Protection
in the Early Modern Period’, (2016) 2 Journal of Refugee Studies 261.
To be sure, already, from the second half of the sixteenth century onwards, when prosecution was intensified
and centralized, one can see how refuge becomes a collective mechanism.
Of course, there were notorious cases against, for example, Protestants, such as the Calas case in Toulouse
giving rise to polemical interventions by personalities such as Voltaire. For a recent discussion of the Calas
case as an illustration of the emergence of human rights, see L. Hunt, Inventing Human Rights: A History (2007).
Still, formally the Calas case was an ordinary murder or homicide trial as the father was accused of allegedly
killing his son because he had (re)converted to Catholicism. It was not the application of anti-Protestant
legislation.
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes (22 October 1685). J.H. Robinson (ed.), Readings in European History (1906),
Vol. II, at 287–91, available at history.hanover.edu/texts/nonantes.html.
E.g., imprisonment, confiscation, galleys (e.g., Arts. III, IV and X, Revocation of the Edict of Nantes).
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of the city of refuge often issued a special regulation establishing the duties, rights
and privileges of refugees as members of a particular religious refugee community.
Although the status of refugees may have been inferior when it came to political
participation and holding public office, in economic respects it was often more favourable than the legal position of ordinary citizens (e.g., tax exemptions and the
freedom to engage in particular crafts outside guilds).
Like asylum, collective refuge for religious minorities was possible because there
were multiple jurisdictions: The religious minorities needed a separate place to
which they could flee.33 But for the rest collective refuge was less a matter of law
and jurisdiction. Firstly, the trigger for refuge was not legal proceedings against
individual members of a religious minority but de facto hostility by the authorities
and the Catholic population vis-à-vis the religious minority as a group. It also
follows from this non-legal trigger that the religious refugee was not a suspect or
actual criminal as in the case of asylum, but an innocent victim. Secondly, unlike
asylum where the prosecuting authorities often had the de facto authority to get
their hands on the refugee, from a practical military perspective it was not possible
for the persecuting authorities to retrieve their subjects from the country of refuge
(e.g., the King of France did not have the military means to retrieve Protestant
subjects taking refuge in England). In other words, the protective force of refuge
for religious minorities seemed to have largely been derived from the military
strength and physical and geographical positioning of the receiving state. Thirdly,
the protection offered to religious refugees by the receiving authorities took the form
of regulations. Although these measures were legal they took the form of privileges
and not legal proceedings or court cases. Furthermore, the privileges were granted
to the religious community and not to individuals. Interestingly, those privileges
often were aimed at protecting not the refugees against persecution (or prosecution)
by the ‘exiling’ authorities, but newcomers against the local population of the
receiving state.34 In any event, collective refuge for religious minorities constituted
an actual benefit for refugees. This stands in contrast to asylum, which was not
structured as a right of the refugee but the church. Thus, in an almost paradoxical
way, while collective refuge for religious minorities constituted a collective benefit
for refugees, it was not structured as offering legal protection against persecuting
and prosecuting authorities. Finally, the non-judicial character of the later collective
refuge for religious refugees is also reflected in the fact that the refugees were
considered to be innocent fellow believers, victims of unjust persecution. By contrast,
the church offered asylum to refugees not because they were innocent (often they
were not), but because secular authorities claimed jurisdiction over them. Also under
the early forms of the individual protection of religious refugees, local authorities
disobeyed the orders to prosecute Protestant subjects not because they believed that
33

34

In effect, it is precisely the politico-legal arrangement of cuius regio, eius religio of the Peace of Augsburg and
later for all Protestant denominations under the Westphalian peace treaties that confirms the plurality of
jurisdictions. The upshot was that each jurisdiction could serve as a refuge for the minority of a competing
jurisdiction. See also Kaplan, supra note 22.
R. Plender, ‘Protection of Immigrant and Racial Minorities: A Survey in British Legal History’, (1971) 13
William and Mary Law Review 338.
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the Protestant suspects were innocent victims. Rather, they believed that the orders
to prosecute were impractical and violated their own jurisdiction.
Apart from the pursuit of religious homogeneity (for the persecuting authorities)
and religious solidarity (for the protecting authorities), it seems that there was
some win-win motive behind collective refuge.35 The exiling authorities could rid
themselves of their religious enemies, while the authorities offering refuge could
benefit from the economic and financial potential offered by these refugees.36 This
is another contrast with church asylum, which was generally not in the economic
interest of the church. It cost money and was cumbersome. As explained above, the
motive behind church asylum was not economic but politico-legal: competition for
jurisdiction. In this respect I should note that the motives of the King of France
were particularly complex: While he may have wanted to get rid of his religious
enemies, he also wanted to have a realm with as many subjects as possible. So, the
Edict of Fontainebleau ordered Protestant ministers to leave within a fortnight, yet
non-clerical Protestant subjects were ordered to stay.37 The ministers were officially
exiled. However, the bulk of Protestant refugees from France were not officially
exiled, but had fled from France illegally.38
In short, the motives for asylum were highly politico-legal: competition for jurisdiction. In the case of collective refuge for religious refugees the motive was political,
religious and especially economic. Furthermore, asylum was an individual and legal
mechanism. By contrast, collective refuge for religious minorities was much more a
de facto (or executive) and collective arrangement. Interestingly, in the case of asylum
both competing authorities wanted control over the refugee. By contrast, refuge for
religious minorities seemed to be more like an outright abandonment of or disconnection from them. Unlike asylum the persecuting authorities did not claim that
the religious refugees had to be returned. Finally, with collective refuge for religious
refugees, innocence and victimhood became a key characteristic of these refugees.
In fact, it was not asylum, but collective refuge for religious refugees that was the
true non-juridical precursor to our modern European refugee regime.39

35

36

37
38
39

To be sure, there was not a win-win in the sense of an outright exchange of Catholic subjects from the north
being exchanged for Protestants from the south. Kaplan, supra note 22. For the reverse movement – Catholics
fleeing Protestant strongholds, see G. Janssen, The Dutch Revolt and Catholic Exile in Europe in Reformation Europe
(2014).
Economic self-interest (e.g., useful trades and crafts) was a major motive for accepting refugees in the Low
Countries. H. Obdeijn and M. Schrover, Komen en gaan. Immigratie en emigratie in Nederland vanaf 1550 (2008).
Cities and provinces in the Dutch Republic even offered special benefits such as housing and pay for religious
leaders in order to attract skilled religious refugees; Israel, supra note 24, at 628–9. Another famous case in
point is how Friedrich Wilhelm of Brandenburg-Prussia offered refuge to the 20,000 Protestants expelled by
the Archbishop of Salzburg in the 1730s, as he expected the community of highly skilled Protestants to make
a major contribution to the economy. Kaplan, supra note 22, at 159–60.Refugees were also motivated by the
economic and financial potential of the place of refuge. Not only did Protestant refugees increasingly prefer
England over the Dutch Republic for reasons of business and employment, with the creation of the Bank of
England they also put their money in England; Israel, supra note 24, at 630.
Arts. IV and X, respectively, Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, supra note 31; Robinson, supra note 31, Vol. 2,
at 287–91.
According to estimates 200,000 in the 1680s-90s, and another 100,000 in the eighteenth century, Kaplan,
supra note 22, at 159.
Gil-Bazo also believes that the religious persecutions produced a new type of refugee: the political refugee; GilBazo, supra note 2, at 23. However, in my view the novelty of the religious refugee is not its political character.
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2.3. Regulation, management and administrative law
Although this article focuses on particular historical legal mechanisms offering
protection to refugees, a history of modern refugee law is not within its scope. Yet
I should say something about the emergence of modern refugee law since it introduces a new logic and approach that is crucial in terms of legal protection, namely
management and administrative law. The collective mechanism for protecting religious refugees already hinted at this new modus operandi. It echoes a collective and
de facto logic that is deeply rooted in the current refugee regime and reflects an underlying structure within modern migration policy in general. Also, with the advent
of religious refugees came the moral category of innocent victims of persecution.
Apart from these novelties introduced by the protection of religious refugees, the
protection of refugees in general was, until the middle of the nineteenth century, still
structured as a matter of criminal justice and the ‘classic’ law of nations.40 Protection
was organized around the legal question of whether there was a duty to extradite
the refugee or whether the receiving state had the right not to extradite. The trigger
was typically a refugee escaping criminal prosecution in his home country. Prior
to the French Revolution, refugees who were prosecuted for ordinary crimes would
receive protection, since they would fall under the normal criminal jurisdiction of
the receiving state. By contrast, if the refugee was prosecuted for political crimes, the
right not to extradite would be less clear. It became a matter of foreign relations and
whether the refusal to extradite could give rise to diplomatic actions or constitute
a cause of war. From the French Revolution onwards this logic became reversed. It
was precisely political refugees who deserved asylum, whereas refugees prosecuted
for ordinary crimes had to be extradited. As an analogy with the religious refugee,
the political refugee prosecuted for his beliefs became the quintessential category of
a refugee who truly deserved protection. This reversal became crystallized from the
middle of the nineteenth century onwards, when leading European states entered
into extradition treaties, reserving asylum for political refugees only. The upshot of
this development was that refugee protection became almost completely detached
from the logic of criminal law and criminal jurisdiction.
Until the beginning of the twentieth century, the dominant refugee context was
still protecting the refugee against prosecution and extradition claims from the
country of origin. This context changed from the First World War and Second World
War onwards, with increasingly large numbers of refugees now seeking protection
from non-protection. The country of origin (if it still exists) does not necessarily
prosecute the refugee; it simply fails to offer minimal protection. The relevance for
the purposes of this article is that countries of origin cease to claim jurisdiction over
the refugees. As a result, the decision to offer or refuse refugee protection stops being
a matter of international relations and the classic law of nations. To be sure, modern
refugee protection is still very much governed by international law instruments.

40

Exiles in the Roman Republic and Renaissance Italy were predominantly exiled for political reasons. The real
novelty of the religious refugees is their victimhood and innocence as well their collective character.
For the following short overview of the structure of refugee protection from the beginning of the nineteenth
century up to the middle of the twentieth century I rely on A. Grahl-Madsen, ‘The European Tradition of
Asylum and the Development of Refugee Law’, (1966) 3 Journal of Peace Research 278; P. Orchard, ‘The Dawn of
International Refugee Protection: States, Tacit Cooperation and Non-Extradition’, (2016) 30 Journal of Refugee
Studies 282.
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Yet, contrary to the classic law of nations, these international law instruments are
not so much horizontal instruments regulating the conditions under which offering
or refusing refugee protection constitutes a cause of war or diplomatic reprisals. In
fact, though imperfect, they aim at establishing a vertical relationship between the
refugee and the receiving state. In short, by the mid-twentieth century, the nineteenth
century elements that had catered for a kind of competition for jurisdiction largely
disappeared (extradition, criminal jurisdiction and just cause of war).41
Furthermore, not only did refugee protection cease to be a matter of criminal/international jurisdiction. In the twentieth century refugee policy became a
matter that was closely connected to migration policy. The pairing of the two policy
fields resulted in refugee policy adopting the structure of migration policy, namely
regulation, administrative law and, later on, management.42 The dominance of the
administrative law and the management paradigm is now deeply rooted in the EU
context. In the member states refugee law is typically a subset of the law on aliens,
which is largely governed by administrative law. Pursuant to Article 79 of the Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) the official objective of the EU’s
common migration policy is the following: ‘efficient management of migration
flows’. Any reference to juridical practice has disappeared and the legal subjects
have vanished into a flow. Article 79 deals with migration policy while Article 78
deals with refugee policy. However, from the early beginnings of the CEAS, the EU
understood the two policy areas as being closely related.43 Furthermore, technically
speaking the efficient management of migration flows under Article 79 TFEU presupposes that asylum seekers and refugees are filtered out and transferred to the
CEAS under Article 78 TFEU. When under the Article 78 regime asylum seekers see
their application being rejected and they cease to have a legal title to stay, they again
end up under Article 79 TFEU. Under Article 79(2)(c) TFEU the EU adopts measures
regarding ‘illegal immigration and unauthorised residence, including removal and
repatriation of persons residing without authorisation’. In short, according to the
EU’s own rationale and legal techniques, the efficient management of migration
flows must include the efficient management of refugee flows. The point here certainly is not to show that the efficient management of migration and refugee flows
is a malign policy objective, nor do I deny the ethical pull of portraying the ideal
type of modern refugee as an innocent victim of persecution for justly held political
beliefs who deserves our protection, which is very similar to the religious refugee.
Rather, the point here is to show how in the past the protection of refugees was
also possible thanks to less benign and morally laudable dynamics, in particular,
competition for jurisdiction.

41

42

43

We find occasional instances of ‘classical’ asylum in the twentieth and the twenty-first century. In fact, the
locus classicus of international refugee law, i.e., the ICJ Asylum case, is still within the logic of classic asylum
in the context of extradition. Asylum (Colombian v. Peru), Merits, Judgment of 20 November 1950, [1950] ICJ
Rep. 266, at 274–5.
See for this development B. Schotel, ‘From Individual to Migration Flow: The European Union’s Management
Approach and the Rule of Law’, in M. Geiger and A. Pécoud (eds.), Disciplining the Transnational Mobility of
People (2013), 63.
‘10. The separate but closely related issues of asylum and migration call for the development of a common
EU policy to include the following elements.’ European Council, presidency conclusions, Tampere, 15–16
October 1999, available at www.europarl.europa.eu/summits/tam_en.htm#a.
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3. C OMPARING ASYLUM AND REFUGE WITH THE CEAS: M ULTIPLE
VERSUS SINGLE JURISDICTION
The historical arrangements offering legal protection to refugees are characterized
by a plurality of jurisdictions, often competing for priority. The protection offered
to refugees was a matter of claiming jurisdiction over the refugee. The protection
of the refugee was not so much based on the refugee’s individual – legal – claim
to protection. Authorities offered protection to refugees to claim and defend their
own jurisdiction. By contrast, the official logic and ambitions of the CEAS44 are
about jurisdictional integration and unification, whereby the protection of refugees
is based on the individual rights of the refugee, fully in line with the approach of
international refugee law pursuant to the Geneva Refugee Convention. The claim
of this article is that precisely this focus on unity, integration and individual rights
may unintentionally hamper the protection of refugees through law. Conversely,
contrary to the official logic of the CEAS, this section will show how some of today’s
crucial improvements in the protection of refugees have been facilitated by the
seemingly outdated mechanism of competition for jurisdiction.
The CEAS logic of jurisdictional integration and unity is most clearly expressed in
the Dublin system. The crux of the Dublin Regulation is that the member state of first
entry must process the refugee application. It rules out the possibility for refugees
to arbitrate among the various jurisdictions of the Dublin member states. In other
words, in the EU a refugee only gets to see one jurisdiction when it comes to asylum:
vis-à-vis the refugee seeking access to the European asylum system, the Dublin
countries present themselves as a single jurisdiction. The presumption underlying
the Dublin mechanism is unity and commonality. Although, technically speaking,
member states maintain their distinct and separate jurisdictions, they all act as one
and the same when it comes to asylum. This is because the various regulations and
directives of the CEAS are supposed to guarantee a homogenous and equivalent
asylum approach across the CEAS member states. Hence, in theory it should not
matter in what member state a refugee ends up asking for asylum. Furthermore, any
potential heterogeneity in the interpretation of the common asylum system can
supposedly be addressed by the CJEU through preliminary questions.45

44

45

Since the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty, the EU has been in the process of rolling out the Common European
Asylum System through a series of directives and regulations covering the various aspects of EU asylum and
refugee policy. In 2013 the EU completed a second series of instruments upgrading the first phase of directives
and regulations (‘recast’). See for the CEAS, S. Kaunert and S. Léonard, ‘The European Union Asylum Policy
after the Treaty of Lisbon and the Stockholm Programme: Towards Supranational Governance in a Common
Area of Protection’, (2012) 31 Refugee Survey Quarterly 1; F. Ippolito and S. Velluti, ‘The Recast Process of the
EU Asylum System: a Balancing Act between Efficiency and Fairness’, (2011) 30 Refugee Survey Quarterly 2;
F. Ippolito, ‘Establishing the Common European Asylum System: “it’s a Long Long Way to Tipperary”’, in
A. Abass and F. Ippolito (eds.), Regional Approaches to the Protection of Asylum Seekers: An International Legal
Perspective (2014), 113; P. Boeles et al., European Migration Law (2014), Ch. 6; S. Peers and N. Rogers (eds.), EU
immigration and asylum law: text and commentary (2006); S. Peers, ‘Legislative Update: The Recast Qualification
Directive’, (2012) 14 European Journal of Migration and Law 199; K. Hailbronner (ed.), EU immigration and
asylum law: commentary on EU regulations and directives (2010).
Domestic courts of EU member states can and sometimes must submit questions about the interpretation
of EU law to the CJEU prior to deciding on the merits of case.
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The logic of jurisdictional integration and unity becomes even more prominent
in the proposals to improve the CEAS. Typical failures of the current CEAS are the
inadequate practices of processing asylum applications and the reception conditions
in the member states that are dealing with large numbers of asylum applicants. It
means that the presumed unity and commonality in asylum practices among member states do not hold true. Furthermore, the burdens are not being fairly shared
among the member states. The seemingly logical response to these shortcomings
of the CEAS is to enhance the integration and the unity of the system. Accordingly,
EU legislation that still takes the shape of a ‘directive’ should be transformed into
an instrument of direct integration ‘regulation’, e.g., a proposal to recast the Asylum
Procedures Directive into the Asylum Procedures Regulation.46 Probably the most
far-reaching proposal in terms of jurisdictional integration and unity is the recommendation by the EU Commission47 and refugee law experts48 to establish a single
EU body responsible for dealing with all asylum applications in the EU.
Under the official logic of the CEAS, the protection of refugees is not based on the
jurisdictional claims of member states, but on the individual rights of refugees. The
CEAS originated out of genuine concerns for the rights and liberties of refugees. In
effect, it seeks to prevent an ‘asylum lottery’, ‘refugees in orbit’ (caused by member
states refusing to deal with certain asylum applications), legal uncertainty, unfair
procedures, etc. So, the motives are well intended as far as refugees are concerned.
Furthermore, where under international law it is still debatable whether an individual right to asylum actually exists, under the CEAS a refugee has such a right.49
Although the official motives of the CEAS are well intended vis-à-vis the refugee,
the political dynamics in the member states are less welcoming towards refugees.
In effect, many states simply want to avoid rather than receive refugees. This
political dynamic stands in contrast to the context of the historical arrangements
46

47

48

49

Proposal for a Regulation of The European Parliament and of the Council establishing a common procedure for
international protection in the Union and repealing Directive 2013/32/EU, COM/2016/0467 final - 2016/0224
(COD) (2016).
‘[C]onsideration could be given to the possibility of transferring responsibility for the processing of asylum
claims from the national to the EU level, for instance by transforming EASO [European Asylum Support
Office] into an EU-level first-instance decision-making Agency, with national branches in each Member State,
and establishing an EU-level appeal structure . . . This would establish a single and centralised decision-making
process, in first instance and in appeal, and would thereby ensure a complete harmonisation of the procedures
as well as a consistent evaluation of the protection needs at EU level.’ ‘Towards a Reform of the Common
European Asylum System and Enhancing Legal Avenues to Europe’, COM(2016) 197 final, 8–9 (emphasis
added).
E. Guild et al., ‘Enhancing the Common European Asylum System and Alternatives to Dublin’, Study
for the Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs Committee (July 2015) 58–9, available at www.
europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/519234/IPOL_STU(2015)519234_EN.pdf. The authors refer
to G. Goodwin-Gill, ‘Regulating “Irregular” Migration: International Obligations and International Responsibilities’ (International workshop, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Faculty of Law, Athens
March 2015); R. Williams, ‘Beyond Dublin - A Discussion Paper for the Greens/EFA in the European Parliament’, (2015), 13; S. Carrera, D. Gros, and E. Guild, ‘What Priorities for the New European Agenda on
Migration’, (April 2015), Centre for European Policy Studies.
See Art. 18 Charter Fundamental Rights of the EU; Boeles et al., supra note 44, at 245; M.T. Gil-Bazo, ‘The
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union and the Right to be Granted Asylum in the Union’s
Law’, (2008) 27 Refugee Survey Quarterly 33. See also Art. 13 Qualification Directive suggesting that it is
more than the right to apply for asylum, because ‘Member States shall grant refugee status to a third-country
national or a stateless person who qualifies as a refugee in accordance with Chapters II and III.’ (emphases
added).
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protecting refugees. Especially in the context of asylum, both prosecuting and protecting authorities claimed jurisdiction over the refugee. Until the nineteenth century a large, growing population (inter alia through immigration) was considered
to be an economic and military benefit.50 This changed somewhere around the end
of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century.
Not only are the political dynamics different, but so is the nature of the refugee
movements. Today’s refugee movement consists mainly of large numbers of people
who can often be categorized as belonging to groups. This corresponds with the
phenomenon of the second wave of religious refugees fleeing persecution. By contrast the first wave of religious refugees and church asylum pertained to smaller
numbers of refugees and were always provoked by actual or imminent individual
prosecution.
For the purposes of clarity we may schematically contrast the official logic and dynamics of the CEAS with the historical arrangements offering protection to refugees
as follows in Figure 1.
Historical regime (asylum)

EU Refugee regime

1

Plurality of jurisdicons

Single jurisdicon; common EU policy

2

Protecon indirect – no individual right

Right to asylum and its beneﬁts as individual
right

3

Trigger is legal prosecuon (except collecve
mechanism for religious refugees)

Trigger is primarily de facto persecuon
Refugee is innocent vicm; human being

Protected person oen violated the law
Polical refugee was a maer of exile

Polical refugee is successor of religious
refugee under the collecve mechanism

4

Refugee not a migraon issue

Refugee is considered part of migraon
phenomenon

5

Approach mainly individual

General oﬃcial approach mainly collecve and
comprehensive: ‘eﬃcient management of
migraon ﬂows’

6

Compeon: Oﬀering protecon is a sign of
jurisdicon

Refusing protecon is a sign of jurisdicon

Figure 1. Comparison of refugee regimes

50

The position of Hugo Grotius illustrates this military and economic rationale. According to Grotius it
normally is in the interest of any state to have as many subjects as possible. Thus not extraditing a foreign
subject to the state of origin normally harms the foreign state and could constitute a cause for war. However,
if the foreign state has exiled the refugee, it means that the foreign state no longer wants the subject and no
longer claims jurisdiction over the exile. See Tiessler-Marenda, supra note 8.
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Over the last few years, the CEAS has undergone legislative amendments through
the so-called recast, making some important improvements in the legal protection
of refugees, e.g., the recast Asylum Procedures Directive.51 These improvements
have been greatly influenced by the case law of the CJEU and the ECtHR.52 The
contributions of the European courts fit nicely within the official logic and ambitions of the CEAS. At first glance, the case law is an expression of jurisdictional
integration and the promotion of the fundamental rights of refugees. However, in
what follows, I propose an alternative reading exploring how unexpectedly the
mechanism of competition for jurisdiction still played a crucial role in some leading
cases.
The Hirsi case53 is arguably the example par excellence of where the legal protection
of refugees is made possible thanks to the logic of human rights. It is the universal
scope of human rights that enables the protection of refugees to be extended beyond
territorial borders. Italian coastguards and customs officials were conducting pushback operations on the Mediterranean high seas. The Italian officials intercepted
possible refugees and returned them to Libya, without establishing their identity
and offering them the opportunity to apply for asylum. The ECtHR ruled that the
Italian operations resulted in a violation of Article 3 ECHR as the returnees had
faced a serious risk of inhumane and degrading treatment in Libya. The Italians
had violated the prohibition on refoulement. At first glance, the Hirsi case is an
expression of the extraterritorial scope of human rights, in particular the ECHR. In
other words, the legal protection to be offered to refugees following the Hirsi ruling
is a reflection of the universal logic of human rights. I believe that this is a legitimate
characterization of the Hirsi case. Yet there is an alternative reading that may be even
more productive in explaining how the mechanics of legal protection really work,
for we might also understand the Hirsi case as competition between jurisdictional
claims over the refugees.
A brief passage in the Hirsi judgment (paragraphs 70–82), where the ECtHR
establishes that the ECHR applies to this case, is crucial. Pursuant to Article 1 ECHR
the contracting parties shall secure the rights and freedoms of the Convention for
everyone within their jurisdiction. Accordingly, the Italians argued they did not have
jurisdiction on the high seas and hence the ECHR did not apply. However, the Court
found on the basis of previous case law and standard international law notions of
jurisdiction that the Italians did exercise jurisdiction within the meaning of the
51

52
53

The recast Asylum Procedures Directive should guarantee that asylum applicants cannot be removed during
the review of their application. Normally appeals against first instance court rulings rejecting asylum have
a suspending effect. Furthermore, the application by national migration authorities of the safe country and
safe third country concepts can be challenged in court. Most importantly from an institutional perspective
is that not only national courts of last instance, but also first instance courts can already file preliminary
questions with the CJEU; Boeles et al., supra note 44, at 285.
F. Ippolito, ‘The Contribution of the European Courts to the Common European Asylum System and its
Ongoing Recast Process’, (2013) 20 Maastricht Journal 261.
Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy, Decision of 23 February 2012, [2012] ECHR. See for analyses V. Moreno-Lax,
‘Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy or the Strasbourg Court versus Extraterritorial Migration Control?’, (2012) 12
Human Rights Law Review 574; M. Giuffré, ‘Watered-Down Rights on the High Seas: Hirsi Jamaa and Others
v. Italy (2012)’, (2012) 61 International and Comparative Law Quarterly 728; M. den Heijer, ‘Reflections on
Refoulement and Collective Expulsion in the Hirsi Case’ (2013) 25 International Journal of Refugee Law 265.
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ECHR. So, it is the struggle over jurisdiction between the Italian authorities and the
ECtHR that actually paves the way for human rights to enter the fray.
Certainly the competition for jurisdiction is more complex than the mechanisms
in our historical examples, for at the surface it is not about competing claims of
jurisdiction. Quite the contrary, the Italian authorities were not claiming jurisdiction. Rather, they were denying jurisdiction. However, upon closer scrutiny there is a
jurisdictional struggle taking place, albeit more involute. Firstly, the Italian authorities denied jurisdiction in order to exclude the application of the ECHR and thus to
deny the jurisdictional claims of the ECtHR. Conversely, by refusing Italy’s denial of
jurisdiction, the Court could establish its own jurisdiction over the case. Secondly,
although Italy denied jurisdiction over the refugees in one sense, it also implicitly
claimed jurisdiction in another sense. Although the facts of the case do not mention
it explicitly, the Italian officials most likely issued orders and directives towards the
refugees during the actual operations (e.g., orders to remain seated or not move, form
a queue, embark, disembark). By doing so the Italian officials claimed obedience or
at least compliance by the refugees. This compliance was necessary for the orderly
execution of the operations. Probably if the refugees had not complied, the officials
would have considered themselves to have been legally authorized to apply coercive
measures.
Of course it is technically possible for the Italian officials not to have issued any
orders and commands to the refugees: The officials could simply have guided the
behaviour of the refugees through physical means only. Also, it is possible that the
officials took coercive measures without believing they were legally authorized to
do so. But this would have meant that the Italian authorities had openly admitted
that they had operated totally outside the law: They took measures vis-à-vis people
over whom they lacked any legal authority. This position is difficult to substantiate,
at least publicly. In other words, if the Italian authorities claimed to have acted legally, they necessarily must have claimed some kind of jurisdiction over the refugees.
In effect, the Italian authorities denied jurisdiction in one way in order to claim
jurisdiction over the refugees in another way. The Italian officials needed a form of
jurisdiction over the refugees allowing them to issue legal directives and even coercive measures without the obligation to process asylum claims. In short, underneath
the obvious universalistic logic of human rights governing the Hirsi case, we find
competition for jurisdiction which is very similar to the historical arrangements
offering protection to refugees, albeit more hidden and complex.
Like the Hirsi case, the obvious reading of the landmark cases of MSS and NS
also amounts to the primacy of the human rights logic within the CEAS.54 The
question in both cases was essentially the same. Does a Dublin country violate
the prohibition on degrading and inhumane treatment when it returns an asylum
54

MSS v. Belgium and Greece, Decision of 21 January 2011, [2011] ECHR; Case C-411/10 NS v. Secretary of State for
the Home Department; Case C-493/10 ME and Others v. Refugee Applications Commissioner and Minister for Justice,
Equality and Law Reform [2011]. See for analyses G. Clayton, ‘Asylum Seekers in Europe: MSS v. Belgium and
Greece’, (2011) 11(4) Human Rights Law Review 758; V. Moreno-Lax, ‘Dismantling the Dublin System: MSS v.
Belgium and Greece’, (2012) 14 European Journal of Migration and Law 1; S. Lieven, ‘Case Report on C-411/10, NS
and C-493/10, ME and Others, 21 December 2011’, (2012) 14 European Journal of Migration and Law 223.
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applicant to the Dublin country responsible for examining the application, if the
asylum procedures and reception conditions in the latter country would result
in the degrading and inhumane treatment of the applicant? The European courts
found that such a violation was possible (depending on the facts). It followed that
under such circumstances the obligation under the Dublin Regulation to transfer
the applicant must be set aside. Furthermore, if the Dublin country hosting the
applicant cannot find, within a reasonable length of time, another Dublin country
responsible for examining the application, it must process the application itself. In
short, at first glance this is a clear case of human rights (Article 3 ECHR and Article
4 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, or CFREU) trumping the
Dublin system.
Upon closer scrutiny and similarly to the Hirsi judgment, one finds that underneath the logic of human rights in the MSS and NS cases, competition for jurisdiction
was taking place. In a particularly insightful analysis Morgades-Gil showed how the
protection of human rights in both cases was actually triggered by the so-called
sovereignty clause under the Dublin Regulation.55 The sovereignty clause56 allows
a member state to examine an asylum application even if such an examination is
not its responsibility under the Dublin Regulation. The sovereignty clause is an
explicit acknowledgment of the state’s prerogative to grant asylum:57 Doing so is an
expression of the state’s sovereignty.
In MSS the Belgian government argued that it was bound by the Dublin Regulation to transfer the applicant and that it could only use the sovereignty clause in
exceptional situations which did not apply to the case at hand (paragraphs 326–7).
Conversely, the ECtHR considered that Belgium was not fully bound by EU law to
transfer the applicant, because it retained its sovereignty to examine the application
itself.58 The sovereignty clause allowed Belgium to escape from its Dublin obligation to transfer the applicant and provided Belgium with the legal opportunity to
prevent an Article 3 ECHR violation. In effect, as in the Hirsi case, a struggle over
jurisdiction took place. The Belgian government denied its own jurisdiction, while
the ECtHR precisely acknowledged the Belgian state’s prerogative to grant asylum.
In effect, the ECtHR found that jurisdiction comes at a price as a prerogative may
also trigger an obligation: noblesse oblige.59

55

56
57

58
59

S. Morgades-Gil, ‘The Discretion of States in the Dublin III Sytem for Determining Responsibility for Examining Applications for Asylum: What Remains of the Sovereignty and Humanitarian Clause After the
Interpretations of the ECtHR and the CJEU?’, (2015) 27(3) International Journal of Refugee Law 433, at 445.
Then Art. 3.2 of the Dublin II Regulation, now Art. 17.1 the Dublin III Regulation.
Morgades-Gil, supra note 55, at 437. See also the explanatory memorandum for the Proposal for a Council
Regulation establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for
examining an asylum application lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national. /∗
COM/2001/0447 final - CNS 2001/0182 ∗ / Official Journal 304 E, 30 October 2001, at 0192–0201. ‘However, a
Member State may sovereignly decide, for political, humanitarian or practical considerations, to agree to
examine an asylum application lodged with it by a third-country national, even if it is not responsible under
the criteria in the Regulation.’
As a result the presumptions of the Bosphorus doctrine did not apply according to the Court.
Morgades-Gil, supra note 55, at 439: ‘The sovereignty clause became the guarantee of protection of human
rights in the Dublin system, because if transferring of an asylum seeker to the responsible state entailed a
serious violation of specific human right, the member state in which the asylum seeker would be forced to
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In NS the CJEU found that a member state may not transfer an asylum seeker
to the Dublin country responsible for examining the asylum application if the
asylum procedures and reception conditions may result in a real risk of inhuman
and degrading treatment as prohibited by Article 4 CFREU (paragraph 94). Yet in
order to check whether or not the transfer of an asylum seeker would amount to
a violation of fundamental rights, the CJEU first had to establish that the Charter
applied to the case at hand. Again, the sovereignty clause played a crucial role.
The trigger for the case was the fact that the UK government had not honoured
the request by the asylum seeker to make use of the sovereignty clause and to
examine his application instead of Germany (the country responsible under the
Dublin Regulation) (paragraph 40). The question before the Court was whether a
member state when making a decision on the use of the sovereignty clause was
implementing EU law and thus triggering the application of the Charter (Article 51
CFREU) (paragraphs 50 and 68–9). The Court found that a decision on the use of the
sovereignty clause constitutes the implementation of EU law.
So, in both MSS and NS the European courts used the separate authority or
jurisdiction of each member state to grant asylum to make way for human rights
protection under the ECHR and CFREU respectively. Interestingly, each Court mobilized the sovereignty clause in a slightly different way. The ECtHR concluded that
the sovereignty clause enables a Dublin country to retain a separate discretion in
asylum matters, which means that it can escape the fully binding effect of the EU
regime, i.e., the Dublin Regulation. This allowed the ECtHR to directly examine
whether there was a violation of the Convention without applying the Bosphorus
doctrine. In short, the ECtHR used the sovereignty clause to set aside the EU regime
and to directly apply the Convention regime. By contrast, the CJEU argued that
the sovereignty clause is an integral part of the EU regime. Hence, when a Dublin
country makes a decision on the use of the sovereignty clause it is implementing
EU law triggering the CFREU. In other words, the CJEU used the sovereignty clause
not to set aside EU law but to allow the direct application of the EU Charter. What
matters for present purposes is to see how at two levels a plurality of jurisdictions
created a legal mechanism to protect refugees. Firstly, each individual Dublin country retains separate jurisdiction vis-à-vis the integrated Dublin system. Secondly,
each European Court has its own separate jurisdiction which allows each Court to
come up with its own construction of the sovereignty clause. The ultimate upshot is
that the CEAS ceases to present itself as a singular jurisdiction vis-à-vis the refugee,
paving the way for various opportunities for legal protection.
The European courts have ruled that when reviewing decisions on international
protection and expulsion domestic courts should not only look at points of law but
also the facts of the case. Furthermore, the courts should subject the decisions to a
rigorous scrutiny.60 This case law directly resulted in the recasting of the Asylum

60

assume responsibility for its application.’ With a reference to P. Mallia, ‘Case of MSS v. Belgium and Greece: A
catalyst in the re-thinking of the Dublin II Regulation’, (2011) 30 Refugee Survey Quarterly 107, at 126.
Case C-69/10, Brahim Samba Diouf v. Ministre du Travail, [2011]; see MSS case, supra note 54; Soering v. the
United Kingdom, Decision of 7 July 1989, [1989] ECHR (Ser. A-161); Vilvarajah and others v. the United Kingdom,
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Procedures Directive incorporating in Article 46(3) the obligation for the domestic
courts of the member states to conduct a full ex nunc examination of both the facts
and points of law when reviewing a decision refusing international protection. At
first glance, it is a clear example of how the logic of human rights improves EU
legislation for the benefit of refugees. By the same token, we may also read into this
example an underlying logic of competition for jurisdiction which is very similar
to the historical mechanism of asylum. In the case of church asylum, the refugee
sought protection from a church authority or jurisdiction against the prosecuting
authorities. The fact of being within the jurisdiction of the church authority provided
the refugee with some immunity from prosecution. But not complete immunity. The
church asylum operated as a safeguard that the refugee would obtain a fair trial and
would not be subject to cruel punishment; it did not mean that the refugee would
not be prosecuted, tried, condemned and punished. Similarly, in the EU context the
refugee appeals to the jurisdiction of the ECtHR and CJEU for protection against the
decision of domestic authorities. The European courts do not offer full immunity but
simply intervene in order to ensure that the refugee can obtain a fair and thorough
examination of his case. So, they respect the jurisdiction of a domestic court in so
far as it lives up to the standards of fair procedures and rigorous scrutiny.
Still, things become different when the refugee resorts to the ECtHR to establish
whether Article 3 has been violated. Here the Court will not simply defer to the fair
procedures of domestic courts but conduct its own investigation. For the purposes
of the present article, we can interpret this mechanism as an outright struggle over
jurisdiction whereby the Court assumes full jurisdiction over the refugee and the
case. It echoes earlier forms of church asylum whereby the church authority simply
took over the prosecution of the refugee from the secular authorities.
To conclude my alternative reading of some influential recent cases through the
lens of competition for jurisdiction, let us briefly consider one of the landmark cases
of European asylum law, namely the Soering case.61 In Soering the ECtHR held that
Article 3 ECHR prohibits refoulement, i.e., expulsion, if there is a real risk that the
person to be expelled will suffer ill treatment in the country of origin. The ruling
is the basis for many cases filed by failed asylum seekers and has become a pillar of
European asylum law. Yet the mechanism underlying Soering is very similar to the
historical arrangement of asylum.
First of all, Soering was not fleeing persecution for any of the standard Refugee
Convention reasons. He was a murderer facing ordinary criminal prosecution in the
US and most likely would have ended up on death row. So, the figure of Soering
corresponds very much with the classical refugee seeking church asylum. Secondly,
a central question for the Court was its own competence in the matter: Is the Court
competent to hear cases concerning potential Article 3 violations (as opposed to
actual violations)? And does the Convention extend to violations that may take
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Decision of 30 October 1991, [1991] ECHR. For an overview of the case law and its developments I rely on the
excellent discussion in M. Reneman, EU asylum procedures and the right to an effective remedy (2013: dissertation
Leiden University), Ch. 9.
See Soering case, supra note 60. For the unexpected relevance of Soering for European asylum law I rely on
H. Battjes, ‘Landmarks: Soering’s Legacy’, (2008) 1 Amsterdam Law Forum 139.
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place outside the jurisdiction of a contracting party? The Court decided in the
affirmative and claimed its jurisdiction over the case. Thirdly, Soering was also
sought by other authorities. The US and German authorities were trying to exercise
their criminal jurisdiction over Soering by obtaining his extradition from the UK.
It is a classic case of asylum in the context of extradition which fully corresponds
with the historical model of church asylum. Moreover, the Court explicitly found
it relevant that the German authorities were also claiming Soering, for it offered
the UK an alternative to extraditing him to the US. In other words, the multiple
claims of jurisdiction over Soering made protection possible. Finally, in a classical
reasoning echoing the official rationale underlying church asylum, the Court ruled
against extradition because there were no sufficient guarantees that Soering would
not face capital punishment and cruel or ill treatment. In short, even a pillar of EU
asylum law is very much based on mechanisms almost identical to the historical
arrangements offering protection to refugees.
Not only competition for jurisdiction at the supranational and transnational level
creates opportunities for the legal protection of refugees at the local level, but also
the constitutional (as in staatsrechtlich) structures within member states dividing
competences and jurisdiction (e.g., the role of states versus the federal authorities
in Germany, and city authorities versus national authorities in the Netherlands
and Belgium). City authorities provide protection to rejected asylum seekers on the
basis not of human rights or an individual right to asylum, but their own distinct
and exclusive jurisdiction or competence in matters of public order, so offering
protection for the sake of exercising power.62

4. C ONCLUSIONS
Further to my comparative analyses of the historic and current refugee regimes,
it may be tempting to draw some normative and prescriptive conclusions about
what should be done. However, the method adopted in this article is rather ill-suited
to support any material prescriptive conclusions. I have relied on legal history in
order to identify conditions for the legal protection of refugees and compare those
circumstances with the current European refugee regime. We must manage our
expectations when it comes to the practical benefits of historical analyses: History
cannot provide us with guarantees for what will work in the future.
Furthermore, the article did not address legitimate concerns about the downside
of competing jurisdictions. It is beyond the scope of this article to do so, but I
should mention probably the most serious normative objection. Promoting the
plurality of jurisdiction would increase the ineffectiveness of EU refugee policy and
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For references to the – mostly social science – literature on local policies that are more favourable to migrants
than national policies, and also a case study of the reverse – local polices that are more exclusionary than
national policies – see M. Ambrosini, ‘“We are against a multi-ethnic society”: policies of exclusion at the
urban level in Italy’, (2012) 36 Ethnic and Racial Studies 136. For an insightful case study of the Netherlands, see
I. Versteegt and M. Maussen, ‘Contested policies of exclusion: Resistance and protest against asylum policy
in the Netherlands’, ACCEPT-Pluralism report, (2012).
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compromise the legal protection of refugees. The approach would only aggravate
the central problem of EU refugee policy: political and legal fragmentation.
This objection ultimately relies on an empirical assumption about the necessary
connection between fragmentation and effectiveness. Examining this assumption
lies beyond the scope of this article. Still, at first glance the connection seems
more nuanced. There are many examples in other policy areas where the plurality
of jurisdictions is compatible with and even beneficial to effective policies. This
objection should consider these examples.63
But even if this normative objection is empirically sound and a plurality of jurisdictions and competition for jurisdiction hampers effective refugee policy, this
does not necessarily damage the central aim of this article, for I am trying to show
the connection between protection through law and competition for jurisdiction.
If jurists are concerned about legal protection they should reconsider an outright
promotion of integrating jurisdictions in refugee matters. However, I am not arguing
in this article that legal protection is the only objective which is worthwhile pursuing. Personally, I believe that jurists should focus on and champion legal protection
because experts in other disciplines are less likely and competent to take up the
cause. But this leaves completely unaffected the possibility of there being good and
overriding reasons for giving priority to effective policy over legal protection. In
short, even if competition for jurisdiction hampers effective policy, it need not affect
the argument posed in this article.
However, the plurality of jurisdictions most likely leads to diverging legal practices among jurisdictions causing legal inequality. Also, there is a risk of a race to
the bottom. Legal inequality can be a serious problem. Yet in a way the plurality
of jurisdictions is precisely a mitigating factor. What matters is whether there are
sufficient alternative jurisdictions (local, national and supranational) available to
which the refugee can appeal for protection. Similarly, the plurality of competing
jurisdictions may operate as a mitigating factor against a race to the bottom. In
theory the classical cure for a race to the bottom is centralized intervention. But this
often presumes that the race to the bottom is caused by a collective action problem
and moral hazard. In the context of refugee policy, it is much more a problem of
how national policymakers can deal with (the perceptions of) national and local
anti-refugee sentiments. It is not immediately clear how an integrated approach
could stop such a race to the bottom.
Bearing in mind this legitimate normative objection against competition for
jurisdiction, as well as the mitigating factors, by comparing the historical legal
mechanisms with the CEAS we gained some insights into what worked and did not
work in the past and what were possible factors for successes and failures. So, for
now, my conclusions are fourfold.
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Multiple jurisdictions may produce competing and contrasting interpretations of legal norms. By the same
token, it is precisely legal experts who have the capacity to reconcile seemingly opposing interpretations
and by doing so promote determinacy and legal certainty. A case in point of such a reconciling operation
is A. Lübbe, ‘“Systemic Flaws” and Dublin Transfers: Incompatible Tests before the CJEU and the ECtHR?’,
(2015) 27 International Journal of Refugee Law 135.
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Firstly, a basic condition for legal protection is the existence of multiple jurisdictions. This is the necessary basis for one of the major driving forces of legal
protection, namely competition for jurisdiction. Secondly, the official logic of the
current CEAS, in particular the Dublin system, is harmonization, unity and the
hierarchy of jurisdictions. This logic hampers the legal protection of refugees. Furthermore, some crucial instances where the legal protection of refugees has been
improved under the CEAS were actually thanks to competition between multiple
jurisdictions in Europe. Thirdly and closely related to the second claim, the historic
precursor to the CEAS in terms of refugee protection is the collective protection of
religious refugees following the Counter-Reformation. The logic of this mechanism
is more akin to regulation and management, rather than protection through legal
and judicial procedures as was the case for church asylum. In short, the difficulties
of protecting refugees through law under the CEAS could be partially explained as a
lack of legal legacy. Finally, if anything like a policy recommendation could follow
from the mainly descriptive findings in this article then it should be a call for institutionalizing competition for and among jurisdictions within the European refugee
regime rather than aiming for more unity in refugee policy through establishing
one single jurisdiction.
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